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Stuart has 20-years’ experience in the Scottish tech recruitment
sector where he has predominantly specialised in advanced
infrastructure, development and automation technologies.
With a successful track record across a range of talent-based
solutions he’s equally comfortable headhunting niche
permanent talent, providing a consultancy solution or utilising
his highly qualified network of top Scottish contractors. Always
able to provide an honest assessment on market availability,
Stuart has always been trusted by his varied client base to
deliver the required solution on time and in budget.

What we do in Scotland
Our talented team of experienced consultants provide SME
knowledge to our clients in the software development,
advanced infrastructure, devops / automation, testing
and business transformation markets. As well as typically
permanent and contract recruitment, we also have in-depth
experience delivering exclusive, retained headhunts, project
hiring and consultancy / staff augmentation. With the average
recruitment sector tenure of the Scotland team of c. 10yrs you
can be confident you’re always dealing with an experienced
consultant. We regularly secure repeat business and top
supplier status as we are committed to delivering results even
on the most challenging project or search.

Who we work with
Standard Life Aberdeen
Barclays
Citigroup
Sky

Morgan Stanley
Lumira DX
JP Morgan
Lloyds

Senior Software Engineer,
Software Company
Stuart helped me find, prepare and apply for my current
position as a software engineer in financial technology.
In my own case, where I was transitioning from academic
research to a professional setting, Stuart was encouraging,
kind, and supportive throughout the entire process. We
established excellent rapport through Stuart's open and
transparent way of communicating as well as through
our shared background in science and engineering. I have
confidence in Stuart's knowledge and experience, and I
have taken to heart his insightful advice for the near and
long-term future.

Principal Architect,
Technology Services
Stuart is a highly experienced and extremely professional
recruitment consultant who I highly recommend. He has
gained an excellent understanding of both the clients and
candidates needs. As a candidate I used Stuart’s services to
discretely look for opportunities for me within the Scottish
BI/DW industry. He understood that it had to be the right
position and company. He worked on my requirements
and never gave up in finding this position for me which I
accepted in January this year. Thanks Stuart your tenacity
and professionalism does youyou’re your company credit.

Programme Director,
Consultancy
Stuart has gone the extra mile more times than I care to
recall. His depth of knowledge of the marketplace and
his passion for excellent service provision allows me to
wholeheartedly recommend him to anyone who needs
quality resourcing.

